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“Parents can't be constant companions, teachers or saints at this time. You can be enough.”  

– Dr. Lynne Siqueland, Ph.D. 

Dr. Siqueland adds that kids may refer to this time as boring but, they love time spent with their parents 

and family - they will remember this extra time, including your teens. 
                                                                                                                                                 

Ideas and links to helpful resources in an effort to maintain mental and physical wellbeing during closures 

due to COVID-19: 

 

- Keep familiar routines: Waking up, self-care/hygiene, regularly scheduled meals, daily 

productivity, exercise, and bedtime. 

- Get an extra hour of sleep in on occasion by going to bed early, sleeping a little later or a 

combination of the two. With sleep, the mind and body has a chance to rest, heal and re-energize, 

putting you on track for improved mental alertness, emotional regulation and physical endurance. 

- Carve out time to be alone and to be together as a family to “check-in” or “debrief” about your 

daily experiences and mood/attitudes. This will be a purposeful opportunity to stay connected and 

support one other – celebrating happy moments while comforting and sharing wisdom in the 

challenging ones. 

- Call family members/friends on a regular basis 

- Play a board or card game after dinner, switch it up and watch a movie or documentary 

- Practice an old or new hobby/skill. Introduce or share your achievement with one another in your 

spare time 

- Try researching plants, flowers, trees or bugs and then identify them on a walk 

- Go for a scenic drive and order take-out, somewhere different/try a new food 

- Cook/bake, decorate 

- Go through family pictures, memory (“baby”) books or home videos together 

- Make daily or weekly household/yard cleaning and organizing a family chore – turn music on! 

 

LINKS: 

Fitness activities by age 4-12. Check out: https://www.neoufitness.com/concepts/neo-kids   

Schedules for the day to guide you for each grade and engaging, interactive academic activities for all 

ages. Check out: https://www.khanacademy.org/  

• Podcasts: 25 best podcasts for kids 

• Authors are reading their books online each day – Storyline Online 

• Check out: https://www.susankaisergreenland.com/mindfulness-for-kids- 
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